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EMS
Fires
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Hazardous - No Fire
Public Assistance
Beeping Smoke Detectors
Police Assist
Cancelled Calls
False Alarms
Miscellaneous
Total Calls

Dispatch Ring Times: ≤ 10 secs 97.26%
Patient Lift Assist: 14; total commitment: 3:16:42

On Thursday, March 16, 2017, at 0744hrs, Lead Dispatcher Linda
Cobos answered a 9-1-1 call reporting an adult female choking, not
breathing, and turning blue. The emergency dispatchers at the
Murrieta Communications Center are not currently Emergency
Medical Dispatch (EMD) trained or certified. The patient’s daughter
requested CPR and Heimlich instructions from Cobos, who could not
offer that form of assistance.
Murrieta Fire and Rescue Paramedics and Police officers were dispatched in 44
seconds to the patient’s address. Unable to provide pre-arrival emergency medical
instruction, Cobos took the initiative to conference the caller with Cal-Fire /
Riverside dispatch, an organization that has been trained to provide EMD services.
Prior to Murrieta Fire & Rescue paramedics arriving, MPD Motor Officer
Kurt Stickleman arrived, swept the patient’s mouth and performed a maneuver to
dislodge the food, allowing her to begin breathing again. By the time paramedics
arrived and transported the patient to the hospital, she was coughing and talking.
Once at the hospital, a CAT scan indicated that there was no further obstruction, so
the patient was discharged and allowed to go home!
EMS Coordinator, Jen Antonucci (RN), shared that Cobo’s out-of-the-box thinking
and Officer Stickleman’s quick action probably saved her life!
This single incident highlights just how important all of public safety is, including
emergency dispatchers, in the role of patient care. The opportunity to provide EMD
is not only beneficial to our citizens and neighbors, but also provides real, stressreducing options for our dispatchers. Cobos later shared with Chief Ferguson that
she felt “compelled” to help this woman, and felt that her hands were tied with not
being able to provide pre-arrival instructions. She said that requesting auto-aid /
EMD assistance through Cal-Fire/Riverside was her only option to seek immediate
medical intervention on this patient’s behalf.
Both Lead Dispatcher Linda Cobos and Officer Kurt Stickleman have forever made a
difference in the lives of our patient and those closest to her – well done!
EMD training and certification will soon become standard for all Murrieta
Engineer Roufs is pinned by his wife
dispatchers.
Andrea and son Trevor
on March 10, 2017

EMS Calls Only
Call Processing Time (Secs)
Turnout Time (Mins)
Travel Time (Mins)
Total Time to Arrival (Mins)

:34
1:03
3:41
5:17

Fire/Other Calls
Call Processing Time (Secs)
Turnout Time (Mins)
Travel Time (Mins)
Total Time to Arrival (Mins)

:45
1:28
4:06
6:19
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FIRE DISPATCH I 70-year Anniversary
TRAINING DIVISION

Captain Sean DeGrave

Incident Review: Canyon Fire Shelter
Deployment and Entrapment
This incident occurred last year on a fire I was on and
one that our personnel (8634) was in very close
proximity to when it occurred. As we approach fire
season this should serve as a reminder of the hazards
of wildland firefighting and how quickly things can
change. Whether you respond on Strike Teams or here
locally, this type of event always has potential. As with
most burn-overs or near misses, there were a number
of common denominators. In this case history, there
were four fire fatalities on the very same road in the
70’s. This is important reading for all,
Thanks, Steve (Chief Kean)
-HERE

EMS Coordinator, Jennifer Antonucci
Wed, March 1, 2017 By Oren Wacht, EMT-P, MHA, PhD , Eyal Oz, EMT-P, BEMS, Raphael Strugo, MD

EMS PUBLIC EDUCATION

Despite all our modern
advancements, EMS doesn't really
know what happens to patients once
they leave the ambulance. Photo
courtesy Oren Wacht
You are dispatched to a 70-year-old male with shortness of breath. On
arrival, you see a man sitting in his bed with labored breathing. After you
examine the patient and take his medical history, you decide the patient has
pulmonary edema, and treat him per your EMS protocol. After 20 minutes of
driving to the nearest hospital, you deliver the patient to the ED and go to
your next call.
Was your diagnosis correct? Did you treat the patient correctly? Is there any
system in place to help you learn from your success and mistakes?
Remarkably, in 2017 most of us in EMS do not receive routine feedback on
our diagnosis. Imagine receiving an email or a phone call when the patient is
released from the hospital with the diagnosis that was made in the hospital
and relevant information about the course of treatment in the hospital.
Would this help you improve as an EMS provider? Is the lack of feedback
preventing us from learning?

Chris Brann and Jennifer Antonucci teaching at a teen
safety event held at the library on March 23.

Clinical skills improve over time as we gain more experience and learn from
our mistakes or success. If we look at acute pulmonary edema (APE) as an
example, research from Australia found concerning evidence about the
accuracy of identifying APE by paramedics in the prehospital setting.
-MORE

FIRE DISPATCH I 70-year Anniversary
INSPECTION SUMMARY

On August 1, 2003, legislation was
enacted in the State of California that
All Murrieta Fire and Rescue stations
strengthens the existing Safely
are Safe Surrender sites. According to a Surrendered Baby Law by:
2014 NBC News report, Nationwide,
 Expanding the criteria for safe
2,613 babies have been saved as a
result of this law.
surrender personnel authorized to
accept physical custody of an infant
The Safely Surrendered Baby Law (also
to "any personnel on duty at a safe
known as the Safe Haven Law or
Newborn Abandonment Law) was
surrender site" as opposed to
signed by Governor Davis in September
"designated staff"
2000, and went into effect on January 1,
 Protecting the confidentiality of a
2001. The purpose of the law is to
parent who surrenders a child
protect babies from harm or death
 Requiring safe surrender sites to post
when they are abandoned. The law
uniform signage
allows a parent or legal guardian to
confidentially surrender an infant, three
 Requiring a safe surrender site to
days old or younger, to any hospital
notify child protective services as
emergency room, fire station or other
soon as possible after an infant has
designated Safe Surrender site. As long
been surrendered
as the baby has not been abused or
neglected, the person may surrender
the baby without fear of arrest or
prosecution for child abandonment.

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor

FINAL-Fire
FIRE-Alarm Final
FIRE-Miscellaneous
FIRE-Overhead Hydro
FIRE-Functional Alarm
FIRE-Rough
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
FIRE-Underground Hydro
Total
New Submittals

Fire Sprinklers
Fire Alarms
Building
Hood/Miscellaneous

Approved
Corrections
Fees Collected

Battalion Chief Steve Kean

Station 2: Nothing to report

E4 – In service
Station 3: Nothing to report

E21 – In service @ St 5
B2 – In service; H2O lights

Station 4: Nothing to report

B3 – Body repair
B5 – OOS (auxiliary pump)
OES – In Service
R5 – In service

Total

2
0
2

Plan Check Review

E2 – In service

E5 – OOS (AC repair)

Total

1
0
1

Fire Sprinklers
Building

Station 1: HVAC repair TBA

E3 – In service; AC repair

Total

0
1
4
0
5

Resubmittals

T1 – In service; warranty repairs coming
T2 – In service

5
1
1
3
1
5
7
0
23

Station 5: Nothing to report

$5,427

FIRE DISPATCH I 70-year Anniversary

Captain Eric Ackerman
Health & Wellness: 5 Simple Nutrition Changes
by Jason Brahm On Mar 1, 2017

 Married with two kids (1-each)
 33-years with Manhattan Beach Fire
 Bachelor’s Degree
 Fire Marshal (2-tours)
 Paramedic #1318


No doubt that by now you have all either met Ken
personally, seen him at a badge pinning, or have
heard him during our morning briefing. I have been
remiss in not introducing him more formally before
now. Ken and his wife Barbie (yes, Ken and Barbie)
just recently moved to Murrieta from the South Bay,
where he was a Battalion Chief and Interim Fire Chief
for Manhattan Beach Fire Department.
Ken was gracious enough to lend-a-hand when I
called to ask if he would put his retirement on hold
for a couple months. He has been working with
Ralph, and now Chief Kean to build some
cohesiveness and continuity in Prevention, while
recruiting for the Fire Marshal and our two newly
approved fire inspectors.
Although Ken’s strengths are with Operations, he did
spend two years as a Fire Marshal, providing him
with a nice balance of experience. The feedback thus
far has been very good. Ralph has focused on planschecks, while Ken and Steve orchestrate the balance
of the workload. Ken has been quick to praise the
efforts of Terri and Doug – “both have been
exceptional to work with.”
On a personal note, over the weekend, Ken and
Barbie gave their daughter Nichole away at her
wedding (photos in Hot Shots).
Ken Shuck is a fine professional and even a better
man – we are lucky to have him.

More than 70 percent of domestic firefighters are overweight or obese, a
rate slightly higher than the general population, according to a recent study
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The fire service is
losing, on average, 50 firefighters every year in the line of duty from
cardiovascular issues. As a fire service, we have to make changes to reduce
these preventable deaths, and part of that involves proper nutritional
intake and making better lifestyle choices to achieve a healthy lifestyle.
With this in mind, I offer five simple nutrition-related habits that can help
you live a healthier life. The five habits, when followed, will naturally lead
to improvement in calorie-control nutrient timing and food selection. In
short, it’s about how many calories you are consuming versus burning each
day, and how to consume the right nutrients at the right times to reach
your goals.
1. Eat slowly
Let’s face it, we’ve all been at that point where we knew we didn’t need
another serving of that amazing dish but went back anyway. And about 20
to 30 minutes after stuffing down that last bit of food, you feel so stuffed
that you have to let a notch or two loose on your belt.
It takes around 20 minutes for the stomach to send the signal to the brain
that you are full. If you slow the process of consuming the food, it will allow
the stomach time to “catch up” and signal to the brain that you are full.
So how can you help yourself slow down? First, make sure you are seated.
Standing or eating on the fly will not help the body’s process work when in
a rush. Turn off distractions, such as TV, radio, the computer, phone, etc.
Use the mealtime to chat with someone; this could be your significant
other, a fellow firefighter or a friend. This will allow the stomach and brain
to communicate better so you don’t overeat.
Further, take smaller bites and chew the food completely, really tasting it.
Try putting the fork down after a few bites, and taking drinks more often to
break up the eating. This will give your body that catch-up time it needs.
2. Eat protein-dense foods
This has been a controversial topic for many years. Some experts say it’s
bad to eat protein with every meal, that it is somehow harmful. From my
vantage point, however, the research is clear: In healthy individuals, a
higher protein diet is safe. And not only is it safe, it may be the one thing
that will help you achieve the best performance on the job.
Here’s a good rule of thumb for the types of protein to eat: The fewer legs
on the protein source, the better (fish, chicken).
- MORE

Flat Stanly making an appearance at the
MFR…studying for the next engineer’s exam…

FIRE DISPATCH I 70-year Anniversary
Rumor has it that the grill caught on
fire shortly after this selfie…

Chief Lantzer was recognized during the Garden
Grove CPSE conference for achieving his Chief Fire
Officer Certification.

Insert caption here: “______________________”

…that just happened – the Fire Chief gets a lesson in the value of community policing.

Honoring Motor Officer Kurt Stickleman who
saved a choking victim on March 16, 2017
(…he is the one on the left)

Ken and Barbie Shuck married-off their daughter Nichole this weekend

This is Fiona - just another sign that
I am no longer in the big city…

